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Abstract 

Highly transparent barium titanate 
nanofilms have been prepared by sol-gel dip-
coating method. Acetate derived barium titanate 
sol was prepared by glacial acetic acid, barium 
acetate, titanium tetraisopropoxide (TTIP), 2-
propanol and water precursors. Sol was 
deposited on glass by dip-coating method. The 
coated substrates were dried at 100° C and then 
were heat-treated at 550°C with heating rate of 
5°C/min for 1 h in air. The surface morphology 
was characterized by atomic force microscopy 
(AFM). The film thickness was measured DEK-
TAK. Fourier transforms infrared (FTIR) and 
spectroscopic analyses of barium titanate 
nanofilms were performed by using a UV-
visible spectrophotometer (Hitachi 3140) in the 
range 300–1200 nm. Spectroscopy was applied 
to monitor the optical constants and optical band 
gap from transmission spectrum. 
Spectroscopy results indicated that the film is 
high transparent with no fluctuation that is 
desirable for many application. The optical 
constants and optical band gap was measured 
from transmission spectrum. The prepared 
nanofilms have good surface morphology and 
better optical properties and less optical losses 
and higher band gap width in contrast with other 
reported data. It’s found that optical propagation 
losses of BaTiO3 nanofilms were much lower 
than that of normal polycrystalline BaTiO3 thin 
films. 
 
Keywords: transparent barium titanate, sol-gel, 
AFM, FTIR, band gap, 
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Abstract  
Field-effect transistors based on 

semiconducting carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have 
been a focus of active research in recent years. 
Similarly to silicon metal-oxide-semiconductor 
field-effect transistors, various strategies have 
been employed to scale down CNTFETs and 
maximize device performances, such as using a 
top gate with high-κ dielectric material or short 
channel length. In this work we model the 
current voltage characteristics of CNTFETs 
below and above the threshold. It is shown that 
CNTFETs have similar linear and saturation 
current voltage characteristics to conventional 
MOSFETs. It is also shown that they will most 
likely remain in the linear or weak inversion 
regimes. To enter saturation, the drain to source 
voltage must be larger than the gate to source 
voltage. Further analysis has been made on 
changing some transistor parameters to further 
understand what controls and how to improve 
the transistor performance. 
 
Keywords :  Field Effect Transistor, Carbon 
nanotubes application, Miniaturisation, 
Performance improvement. 
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Abstract 

Thin film organic field-effect transistors 
were fabricated with vapordeposited 
polycrystalline octithiophene on silicon oxide 
insulating layers. This component requires an 
ohmic source and drain contacts for ideal 
operation. The injection of charge carriers from 
metals into semiconductors can be an inefficient 
process that is non-ohmic. This has an adverse 
impact on the performance of thin film 
transistors and makes the analysis of electrical 
measurements a complex task because contact 
effects need to be disentangled from transistor 
properties. Several methods are used in order to 
study the influence of the contact resistance on 
the performance of 
organic transistors. This influence appears 
especially on the current-voltage characteristics 
of organic field effect transistor. We present a 
method used to extract the key parameters of 
OFET, such as mobility, threshold voltage and 
contact resistances using the fit of the transfer 
characteristic of the devices. The second method 
has been used to exploit the different functional 
dependences of current on gate voltage which is 
induced by the presence of contact resistances in 
the linear and in the saturation regime. All 
electrical key parameters of OFETs based on 
octithiophene have been extracted and we 
demonstrate that both mobility and contact 
resistance depends gate voltage and temperature. 

 
Keywords: Organics TFTs, Effect of contacts 
resistance. 
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Abstract  

The growth of one-dimensional Co 
chains on the Pt (997) vicinal surfaces is studied 
by kinetic Monte Carlo based on semi-empirical 
description of Co-Pt interactions. We show that 
monatomic row growth occurs for the 
temperature range [250, 500] K and a perfect 
monatomic wire occurs for T≥300K in accord 
with growth experiments. In the high 
temperature range, step decoration is limited by 
the exchange processes existing on the step and 
by the onset of surface alloying for which a Co 
adatom intermix with an atom of the Pt (111) 
terrace. The activation barriers higher than 0.8 
eV and 1.4 eV respectively for the exchange 
processes at the step and on the terrace are found 
to be adequate to reproduce quite well the 
experimental results. We have also studied the 
role of the confinement of Pt vicinal surface on 
the growth of one-dimensional Co chains for 
T=350 K. 
 
Keywords: Growth, Vicinal surface, Exchange 
processes, Surface alloy 
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Abstract 
          We have performed calculations of 
intensity ratios of lines due to 2p53d →2p6 1S0 
and 2p53s →2p6 1S0 transitions, emitted in the 
wavelength range 15−17Å by neon-like Fe16+ 
ions from Maxwellian hot plasmas. The 
populations of the upper levels of the considered 
lines required in the line intensity calculations 
were determined by solving a set of rate 
equations in the collisional-radiative model, 
where 89 levels of Fe16+ were included, those 
originating from the configurations 2s22p6, 
2s22p53l (l=0−2), 2s22p54l (l=0−3), 2s2p63l 
(l=0−2), 2s2p64l (l=0−3). We have taken into 
account the collisional excitation from the 
ground level as well as from the metastable 
2p53s 3P0 and 

3P2 levels, and radiative cascades in 
calculating the level populations. Several line 
intensity ratios have been computed as a 
function of the electron temperature between 2 
and 10×106 K and for various values of the 
electron density in the range 1012 − 1014 cm−3. 
Comparisons have been made with experimental 
results obtained by English researchers on 
tokamak plasmas and temperature diagnostics 
have been performed for these plasmas.  
  
 Keywords: atomic data, Emission lines X, 
Excitation by impact of electrons, Models 
collisional-radiative, Ions néonoïdes.            
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Abstract 
 Vanadium-doped zinc oxide (ZnO :V) 
nanoparticles  have been synthesized by sol-gel 
method using a supercritical drying in ethyl 
alcohol at 250 °C conditions. After heating 
under natural atmosphere at 500 °C for 2 hours, 
the obtained nanopowder was characterized by 
various techniques such as particle size analysis, 
scanning electron microscopy (SEM), 
transmission electron microscopy (TEM), X-ray 
diffraction (XRD) and photoluminescence (PL). 
In the as-prepared state, the powder with an 
average particle size of 25 nm presents a strong 
luminescence band in the visible range. From 
photoluminescence excitation (PLE) the energy 
position of the obtained PL band depends on the 
wavelength excitation and this PL can be 
obtained by some visible excitations. This result 
is very promising for visible photocatalysis 
applications; which was confirmed by methylene 
blue photo-degradation using visible lamp as 
light source. By comparison with undoped ZnO 
results, elaborated in the same conditions, we 
can conclude that the vanadium is responsible to 
this visible photocatalytic activation. 
 
Keywords: Nanostructures; Sol-gel, Zinc oxide; 
Photocatalysis; Water treatment. 
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Abstract 

We report the optical and structural 
properties of NiS and the ternary NiCoS 
nanoparticles in zeolite type LTA (|Na96 
(H2O) 216| [Si96Al96O384]). The samples 
were obtained by sulfidation of the Ni2+ and 
Co2+ ion-exchange zeolite in a Na2S 
solution at room temperature. The optical 
properties of the samples were studied by 
UV–visible spectroscopy. Their crystalline 
structure and morphology were studied by 
XRD and scanning electron microscopy. 
The results show that the nanoparticles are 
inside the zeolite channels and cavity. 
Exciton absorption peaks at higher energy 
than the fundamental absorption edge of 
bulk NiS and CoS indicate quantum 
confinement effects in nanoparticles as a 
consequence of their small size. The 
absorption spectra show that the optical 
band gap varies in the range 3 – 4 eV, 
depending on the semiconductor material 
and their relative concentration.  
 
Keywords: Zeolite , DRX, nanoparticles, 
optical properties. 
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Abstract 

We study the rare gas clusters (Ar, Kr), 
contained 107 atoms per cluster, irradiated by an 
intense femtosecond laser pulse (Ipic ≈ 1018 
w/cm2). The irradiation of these clusters by the 
intense laser leads to highly excitation energy 
which is the source of energetic electrons, 
electronics emission, highly charge and 
energetic ions and fragmentation process. 
For the study of different mechanisms of 
ionization of the cluster, we are used the 
Nanoplasma model proposed firstly by T. 
Ditmire et al; and reformulated and developed 
by M. Belkacem et al. In this model, we 
consider a cluster with radius of a few 
nanometers irradiated by a linearly polarized 
intense laser field. The dimensions of the cluster 
are much smaller than the laser wavelength  
(λ≈ 400 to 800nm). The model treats all 
ionization mechanisms: heating, electronic 
emission and the expansion process of the 
cluster. The goal of our study is to investigate in 
detail the expansion and explosion of the cluster 
and to study the different factor leading to the 
final explosion. We are found that the 
hydrodynamics pressure is larger than the 
coulomb one which is not the case in previous 
work. 
 

Keywords: Nanomaterials, rare gas clusters and 

metallic clusters.  
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Abstract 
 

 Copper, indium, gallium and selenide 
materials are used as precursors for formation of 
CuIn0.75Ga0.25Se2 nanopowders by mechanical 
allowing process. In order to determine the 
appropriate milling parameters, CuIn0.75Ga0.25Se2 
powders are milled during various periods. The 
crystal structure of CuIn0.75Ga0.25Se2 powders 
was investigated using x-ray diffraction (XRD) 
and transmission electronic microscopy (TEM) 
analysis. From Rietveld refinement of 
diffraction patterns collected at different milling 
time, the refined lattice parameters confirm the 
existence of chalcopyrite structure as the main 
phase and reveals that the formation of 
CuIn0.75Ga0.25Se2 phase occurs at short milling 
time (30 min). The TEM observations show a 
large agglomerate of CuIn0.75Ga0.25Se2 
nanocrystallites with average size of about 140 
nm. However, inhomogeneous distribution of 
elemental constituents has been detected in 
individual grains. In addition, the surface 
morphology and chemical composition of ZnO 
fine layer (0.1 µm) deposited on 
CuIn0.75Ga0.25Se2 compacted powder by spray 
method were observed from scanning electronic 
microscopy (SEM) coupled with energy 
dispersive ray analysis (EDAX). 
 

Keywords: CuIn0.75Ga0.25Se2 nanopowders, 
Nanocrystallites, Rietveld refinement, TEM 
observations. 
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Abstract 

 
Equal channel angular pressing (ECAP) 

is a thermo mechanical process in which the 
material is subjected to an intense plastic 
deformation by simple shear. In the last decade 
this process has received a great interest of the 
scientific community, as a result of its 
technological importance. The simplicity of the 
device makes it possible to obtain great 
deformations rates without change of material 
dimensions.  It makes to obtain ultra fine grains,   
in poly crystalline materials. The deformation by 
ECAP is obtained via the investigation, in a bent 
die, of a sample having a square- or circular- 
section. Intersection of two channels form an 
interior angle φ and an additional angle ψ which 
delimits the external curve. The deformation 
obtained after only one passage through the die 
can be described   by a simple relation   induces 
the angles φ and ψ.  
In this work we used the Green-Lagrange 
method to determine the relation between the 
angles φ and ψ, for an unspecified extrusion 
process. The study of the equivalent deformation 
rate shows us that the angle φ is dominating in 
this hyper deformation process. 
 
Keywords: ECAP, Green -Lagrange, 
Deformation rate. 
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Abstract  

Copper sulphide (Cu2S) thin films have 
been deposited on various substrates 
(SnO2:F/glass, glass) by the simple and 
economical chemical bath deposition technique. 
The depositions were carried out during 32,5' in 
the pH range of 9.4 to 11. The as-grown thin 
films were characterized by X-ray diffraction, 
energy dispersive X-ray analysis (EDAX), 
Scanning electron microscope (SEM) and 
spectrophotometer. 
The surface composition of the thin layers was 
studied by Auger electron spectroscopy (AES), 
the work function and the photovoltage were 
determined by the Kelvin method. 
The study of the thin "p" type Cu2S shows that 
the best crystallinity is obtained for pH=10.2 at 
32,5' as a deposition duration. 
The X-ray diffraction revealed that the Cu2S thin 
films crystallize in the monoclinic system with a 
(132) principal orientation for Cu2S   deposited 
on glass substrates and with a (204) principal 
orientation for those deposited on SnO2/glass 
substrates. 
The work function differences (Фmaterial- 
Фprobe) for the copper sulphide (Cu2S) 
deposited on SnO2/glass substrates is equal to 45 
meV and the surface composition determined by 
AES for Cu2S thin films grown on SnO2/glass 
substrate exhibit stochiometric composition with 
[Cu]/[S] concentrations ratio equal to 2.02 for  
pH =10.2 at 32,5' as a deposition duration. 
The transmission and reflexion coefficients vary 
respectively in the range of [35-60] % and [5-

15] % in the visible and the band gap energy is 
in order of 2.4 eV. 
 
Keywords: Copper sulphide, chemical bath 
deposition, structural, morphological and optical 
properties. 
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Abstract 
 

In this study, we report the elaboration 
of terbium doped Y2O3 nanoparticles prepared 
by a sol-gel technique using supercritical 
conditions of ethyl alcohol. Terbium 
concentrations from 0 to 2 at% have been 
investigated. The obtained nanopowders were 
calcined at different temperatures and were 
characterized by various techniques such as 
thermogravimetric analyser (TGA), differential 
thermal analyser (DTA), transmission electron 
microscopy (TEM), X-ray diffraction (XRD), 
photoluminescence spectroscopy (PL) and 
photoluminescence excitation (PLE). Very 
intensive luminescence obtained at 544 nm was 
attributed 5D4-7F5 transition in Tb3+ ions. The 
maximum of this intensity band was observed in 
the sample with 1 at% terbium concentration 
after thermal treatment above 1000 °C. The 
intensity of the obtained PL band depends on 
measurement temperature and the PLE spectra 
present an intensive band in the UV-range 
corresponding to Y2O3 band-gap.  
 
Keywords: Nanoparticles, Sol-gel, Y2O3, 
Rare earth, Photoluminescence, Optical 
materials. 
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Abstract 

The pure aluminum is too soft for most 
structural applications and thus is usually 
combined with several elements to improve its 
mechanical properties. The addition of an 
alloying element with a metal reinforces the 
mechanical strenghtening of this one. The 
microstructural properties observed in alloys 
depend on the nature of the base metal, the 
additional element, the technique and parameters 
of elaboration. The microstructural properties of 
binary systems of nano Al-Cu and bulk Al-Zn 
alloys were investigated. The nano Al-Cu alloys 
system prepared by magnetron radio frequency 
cathodic pulverisation reveal that 
microstructures of thin films are a mixture of 
solid solution cfc Al and tetragonal and 
θ(CuAl2) phase with crystalline parameters a = 
0,606.nm and c = 0,487 nm and a grain size 
refinement of about 80 nm. For the bulk Al-Zn 
alloys prepared by high melting temperature 
(HF) technique, the microstructures appear as a 
single-phase of solid solution fcc Al with a 
lattice parameter evolution aAl (nm) = 0.4051 – 
0.4×10-4 X (X = wt.% Zn) and an average grain 
size of about 70 mm. This study shows that 
copper tends to form with aluminum 
intermetallic compounds, while zinc is totally 
soluble in aluminum. 
 
Keywords: Nano-materials, Bulk-materials, Al-
based alloys, Microstructural parameters. 
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Abstract 

The dip-coating sol-gel method has been 
chosen to elaborate SnO2 thin films doped 
erbium (Er) and codoped Silicon nanocrystals 
(Si-nc). This method leads to a high purity 
material with a good homogeneity. Under laser 
excitation at 488 nm, the photoluminescence 
(PL) spectra show a large band relative to Si-nc 
and an intense peaks corresponding to Er (figure 
1). When SnO2 is codoped with Er and Si-nc, the 
PL signal relative to Er3+ was found to be 
enhanced and the PL band of Si-nc is strongly 
quenched. This result shows for the first time a 
sensitization of erbium emission by Si-nc doped 
SnO2. 
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Figure 1: PL spectra at room temperature of 
SnO2:Si-nc (a), SnO2:Er (b) and SnO2:Si-nc:Er (c) 

 
The evolution at low temperature (T = 

50 K) of the PL intensity (IPL) relative to the 
transition  4I13/2               

4I15/2 (at 1.53 µm) is studied 
as a function of the laser pump power (P). The 
IPL increased nearly linearly for low P and then 
saturated for relatively high P. The dependence 
of PL intensity on pump power was modeled 

within a simplified three-level scheme in order 
to calculate the excitation cross section σ of Er. 
The value of σ relative to Er are estimated to 
2.9 10-20 cm2s and 5.3 10-20 cm2s in SnO2 not 
containing and containing Si-nc, respectively.  
is the PL lifetime at 1.53 µm. The enhancement 
of cross-section suggests that energy is 
transferred from Si nanocrystals to Er and 
confirms the sensitisation of erbium PL by Si-
nc. 
 
Keywords:  Erbium, SnO2, photoluminescence, 
Energy transfer. 
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Abstract  

ZnO thin films both undoped and doped 
with Fe were prepared by thermal oxidation of 
metallic zinc and metallic (Zn+Fe). The RF-
magnetron sputtering technique was used to 
deposit the films on glass substrates with a target 
of metallic zinc containing several Fe pieces on 
the surface. and the effect of doping on 
Structural, morphology and optical properties 
(CL) of ZnO thin films has been 
investigated.The XRD structure analyse shows 
that all the films are hexagonal wurtzite 
structures with c-axis orientation. Surface 
morphology measured using Atomic Force 
Microscope (AFM) indicates that the average 
grain size decreased from 248, 77, to 54 nm, and 
the surface RMS (root mean square) roughness 
decreased from 5.27, 4.36 to 4.32 nm with 
increasing the Fe contents from 0, 1, 2.%. The 
transmittance spectra showed that the band gap 
energy of thin films increased with increase of 
Fe concentration.  The room temperature 
cathodoluminsecence (CL) spectra of the 
undoped and Fe- doped ZnO exhibit two 
emission band: UV band gap peak (380 nm) and 
green emission. It is interesting that  the peak 
intensity of UV emission is decreased as the Fe 
concentration increases. 
 
Keywords: ZnO films; Fe-doped ZnO; Optical 
transmission ; Cathodoluminescence; Magnetron 
sputtering. 
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Abstract 

Sol-gel route was applied to prepare 
PZT nanotubes by using carbon nanotubes as 
sacrificial templates. The surfaces of carbon 
nanotubes were functionalized by utilizing 
surface functionalizers which prepare the surface 
for being coated uniformly by introducing 
hydrophilic groups on the surfaces of CNTs. 
PZT sol was deposited onto CNT surface. SEM 
images indicate formation of a coating with 
uniform thickness. After coating, the removal of 
CNTs by heating in air atmosphere affects the 
phase transformations of PZT and precedes 
crystallization into perovskite and retards 
formation of pyrochlore phase. SEM images of 
finalized PZT nanotubes reveal that the 
geometries of PZT nanotubes are really 
satisfying and also the piezoelectric properties 
are comparable with those of PZT nanotubes 
prepared by other techniques.  
 
Keywords: PZT, nanotube, sol-gel, CNT, SEM 
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Abstract  
 

Semiconductor nanostructures are 
interesting objects for many microelectronic and 
optoelectronic applications. Nevertheless, to use 
them, it is necessary to control their size, their 
densityand their spatial distribution. In the last 
decade, many research carried out in order to 
control all these parameters. One of these 
researches is the elaboration of a functional 
substrate inducing a lateral self-organization of 
nanostructures. The organization driving force is 
the strain field induced on the surface by a 
buried dislocations network. 

Because of the lack of analytical 
solutions corresponding to the elasticity 
problems involved, at present the only explicit 
solutions, for the strain field, are derived from 
isotropic elasticity theory. In the present work, 
the elastic fields as displacements and strain 
variations, generated by a hexagonal network of 
edge dislocations located between a finite layer 
of Si(111) bonded onto a semi infinite Si(111) 
substrate, are calculate and illustrate using 
anisotropic elasticity. Analogy with the isotropic 
case was also discussed. 
 
Keywords: Nanostructures, Self-organization, 
Dislocation network, Free surfaces, Anisotropy 
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Abstract 

Different cationic and anionic clays 
were used to Immobilize Hemoglobin (Hb). The 
interaction of protein with cationic clay 
(Nontronite, Montmorillonite Swy2, and 
saponite) show that Hb was intercalated in 
nontronite and Swy2, the basal distance is 60 
and 45 Å respectively but in saponite, protein is 
no intercalated. Hb was also intercalated in 
anionic clay, also called a synthesized Layered 
double hydroxide (LDH), like hydrotalcite; 
Mg2AlCl and Mg2FeCl. The Soret absorption 
band of Hb in clay  film showed that protein 
retained its structure similar to its native state 
(410 nm) and  reflectance absorption infrared 
show that amid I and amid II not changed when 
Hb was immobilized in clay. Clay does not 
modify the structure of protein and maintains its 
activity so the biomaterial Hb/clay can be used 
as biosensors for H2O2 detection.  
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Abstract 
 

The photoluminescence, at room 
temperature, of porous silicon (PS) has attracted 
many experimental and theoretical workers. 
Many efforts have been focused to producing 
devices using this new material. The instability 
of photoluminescence (PL) intensity of PS is a 
major problem to create the devices. To resolve 
this problem, it is necessary to modify the PS 
surface structure. Iron can be easily introduced 
inside the silicon porous. The researchers have 
demonstrated that Si-H bonds can be substituted 
by Si-Fe ones [1-2]. 
In this work, the inside porous silicon layer 
modification is performed by the incorporation 
of iron. The PS is prepared by the classical 
electrochemical anodisation of Si(100) substrate. 
Then, the PS is impregnated in Fe(NO3)3 
aqueous solution. The stability and the 
enhancement of the PL intensity have been 
found after at most three weeks. Time-resolved 
PL (TRPL) spectra of PS and PS passivated by 
iron (PS:Fe) at delay range µs were investigated 
(figure 1). It has been found that the iron 
introduces in PS energetic diagram two levels 
situated in the PS band gap. Besides, we 
presented the decay curves of PL and the 
recombination lifetimes of PS and PS:Fe at 
different energies corresponding to each level. 
The experimental data proves the stability of PL 
intensity of PS:Fe. The decay relative to PS:Fe 
has been found longer than that of PS. This 
result is attributed to the suppression of non 
radiative centers by iron passivation effect. The 
temporal behavior of the PL intensity indicated 
the existence of carriers transfer between the two 
levels created by iron. 
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Keywords: iron levels, lifetimes, porous silicon, 
time-resolved PL. 
 
[1] M. Rahmani, A. Moadhen, M.-A. Zaïbi, H. 
Elhouichet, M. Oueslati, J. Lumin. 128 (2008) 
1763. 
[2] X.J. Li, De L. Zhu, Q.W. Chen, Y.H. Zhang, 
Appl. Phys. Lett. 74 (1999) 389. 
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Abstract 

Quaternary chalcopyrite semiconductors 
Cu(In,Ga)Se2-based solar cells possess an 
excellent properties make them suitable absorber 
materials for photovoltaic applications. 
Recently, researches tried to use the 
semiconductors nanocrystals in the solar cells 
technology. They have demonstrated that the 
performance of photovoltaic cells may be 
improved by using nanotechnology during the 
materials synthesis and device fabrication. In 
this work, milled CuIn0.75Ga0.25Se2 nanostructure 
powder has been used as a starting material to 
deposit CuIn0.75Ga0.25Se2 thin films by thermal 
evaporation technique on different substrates 
types (Glass, Al and Si). X-ray diffraction 
(XRD) and scanning electron microscopy 
(MEB) coupled with energy dispersive X-ray 
spectroscopy (EDS) analysis were employed to 
study their crystalline structure, surface 
morphology, composition and discussed the 
effect of substrate type on the structure 
properties of CuIn0.75Ga0.25Se2 films. Air 
annealing effect on the optical transmittance and 
band gap energy has been also studied.   
 
Keywords: Nanostructure powder, 
Nanocrystals, Surface morphology, Substrate 
type. 
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Abstract 

In this work we present a comparaison 
of microstrain evolution of Al-Cu thin films, 
deposited on glass substrates by RF (13.56 
MHZ) magnetron sputtering and annealing up to 
500°C. Film thickness of both types of coatings 
was approximately the same 3-4 µm. The XRD 
line broadening was used to construct the 
Williamson–Hall (WH) plots. were to get 
introductory information, reflections from all 
planes observed by the XRD analysis were used 
to evaluate, by the WH technique, the mean 
domain size and the microstrain, respectively. 
The annealing (1h-500°C) of radio frequency 
(RF=13.56 MHZ) Al-Cu and Al-Fe thin films 
permit us to compare their structural behaviour 
to as- deposits films with the same composition, 
and the relaxation of strain  was observed for all 
samples after annealing at 500°C. 
 
Keywords:, Al-Cu alloys, strain, thin films, X- 
ray diffraction. 
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Abstract 

Nanoscale is a magical point on the 
dimensional scale: structures in nanoscale 
(called nanostructures) are considered at the 
borderline of the smallest of human-made 
devices and the largest molecules of living 
systems. Our ability to control and manipulate 
nanostructures will make it possible to exploit 
new physical, biological and chemical properties 
of systems that are intermediate in size between 
single atoms, molecules and bulk materials. 
Nanomaterials and amorphous alloys are 
produced by many techniques, mechanical 
alloying (MA) is a one of the most studied 
technique.  
The amorphous Fe-8Nb-30B alloy was obtained 
by MA from pure elemental Fe, Nb and B 
powders in a planetary ball mill type Retsch 
PM400, under an argon atmosphere, at room 
temperature. The structural and microstructural 
changes during the milling process were 
followed by X-ray diffraction using the Maud 
program based on the Rietveld method. The 
diffusion of B into the Nb lattice gives rise to the 
formation of a Nb(B) solid solution in the early 
stage of milling. The broadening of the α-Fe and 
Nb(B) Bragg peaks and the decrease of their 
intensities with increasing milling time are due 
to the reduction of the crystalline size down to 
the nanometer scale and the increase of the 
internal level strains. Further milling (up to 125 
h) leads to the formation of an amorphous state.  
 
Keywords: XRD, Nanotechnology, Mechanical 
alloying and Fe-Nb-B alloys. 
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Abstract 
 

Because of their properties of lightness, 
rigidity and specific resistance, the composite 
materials are used nowadays in a growing 
number of applications in increasingly wide 
fields, energy of aerospace research to the 
electrical engineering and electronic. 
this work presented is a linear analysis by the 
finite element method, of the mechanical 
behaviour in inflection 3 points, of an 
orthotropic beam of composite laminated with 
epoxy matrix reinforced by carbon fibres. 
It is thus a question of highlighting the influence 
of the orientation of fibres, the difference in 
thickness and the position of the layers for the 
determination of distribution of the stress fields 
and the fields of deformations in each fold.  
 

Keywords: Composite, Inflection, Finite 

elements. 
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Abstract  
 

The elementary semiconductor amorphous 
silicon (a-Si) continues to have immediate and 
important applications in the fields of electronics 
and energy-conversion technologies. Although 
much of the effort has been focused on 
investigating its technologically useful 
properties, the central problem of a-Si remains 
the determination of its structure at the atomic 
level. Unlike the crystalline phase, the 
experimental analysis provides a complicate data 
to determine the coordinates of atoms in a-Si. 
Most attempts to interpret the experimental data 
have relied on computer-generated structural 
models. 
At present, the most generally accepted model 
for a-Si structure is called paracrystaline model 
proposed by Treacy and Gibson [1]. This model 
is constituted with small topologically 
crystalline grains (∼1nm), which are distorted by 
strain and embedded in a disordered matrix; this 
is the so-called paracrystalline model. 
In previous work, Chehaidar and al [2,3] have 
shown that nanoporous paracrystalline network 
is a reliable structural model for a-Si.  This 
model is constituted by nanocrystallites and 
nanovoids of various sizes and concentrations 
introduced into a continuous random network. 
    Our present work is devoted to medium-range 
order analysis of computer-generated 
nanoporous paracrystalline models for a-Si. For 
this, we have simulated a recent data of 
Fluctuation Electronic Microscopy experiment 
obtunded for a-Si thin films [4]. The comparison 
of our theoretical results with experiment allows 
to extract more insights into the nanoscale 
structure of a-Si.    
 
 

 

[1] M. M. J. Treacy and J. M. Gibson, Acta 
Cryst. A 52, 212 (1996). 
[2]  A. Chehaidar and H. Khelifi, J. Non-Cryst. 
Solids 352, 3923 (2006). 
[3] A. Chehaidar and T. Chermiti, J. Non-Cryst. 
Solids 353, 1766 (2007). 
 [4] P. M. Voyles, N. Zotov, S. M. 
Nakhamanson, D. A. Darbold, and J. M. Gibson, 
M. M. J. Treacy, J. Appl. Phys. 90,4437(2001) 
   
Keywords: Amorphous semiconductor, Silicon, 
Microstructure, Modeling and simulation.  
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Abstract 

Mössbauer spectrometry (MS) and 
differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) were 
used to study the thermal stability of the 
mechanically alloyed Fe-8P mixture in a 
planetary ball mill Fritsch Pulverisette (P7) 
under argon atmosphere. The powder mixture 
was heated up to 210°C and 450°C. The 
calorimetric measurements show complex 
exothermic events in the temperature range 150-
700°C, even though there are differences in 
terms of heat evolved and peak shapes. The 
Mössbauer spectrum of the milled powder 
mixture for 21 h and heated up to 210°C was 
computer fitted using seven spectral 
components: (i) two sextets for α-Fe(P) solid 
solution with magnetic hyperfine fields B1 = 
30.2 T and B2 = 33.0 T; (ii) a paramagnetic 
doublet for the FeP phosphide and (iii) four 
sextet assigned to the three non-equivalent 
positions of Fe atoms in the Fe3P tetragonal 
structure. Detailed analyses of the Mössbauer 
spectrum of the heated Fe-8P powder up to 
450°C reveal the complete dissolution of the 
elemental powders and consequently the 
formation of one α-Fe(P) solid solution, the FeP 
and  Fe3P phosphides as well as the presence of 
iron oxides. 
 
Keywords: Fe-P alloys, Nanomaterials, 
Mechanical alloying, DSC, Mössbauer 
spectrometry.  
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Abstract  

XRD, TEM, FTIR, DRS and AAS were 
applied to study the characteristics of the 
synthesized of ZnO nanoparticles via 
hydrothermal method. These nanoparticles were 
then coated by TiO2 layer via sol-gel route. The 
effect of Ti/Zn molar ratio and coating time on 
the thickness of TiO2 shell and the photoactivity 
of the synthesized capped particles for 
decolorization of a Methylene Blue solution (M) 
under UV lamp irradiation (3 mW/cm3) were 
investigated. 
XRD and TEM studies showed that the 
synthesized ZnO nanoparticles (core) had 
Wurtzite-type hexagonal structure with an 
average particle size of ~ 50 nm. The TiO2 shell 
was found to be amorphous. Its thickness was 
increased with inclining the Ti/Zn molar ratio 
and coating time. Photodegradiation kinetics of 
the MB solution studied by the capped 
nanoparticles revealed a two-step decolorization 
process with a high kinetics rate at the early 
stage followed by a slower step. The highest 
photoactivity was obtained at Ti/Zn= 0.35, t=24 
h, T=550 °C. The capped nanoparticles 
synthesized under this condition exhibited 
higher photodecolorization yield and kinetics 
compared to uncoated ZnO and P25-Degussa 
TiO2 nanoparticles. 
 
Keywords: Capped structure; Nanoparticles; 
Photoactivity; TiO2; ZnO; Kinetics; Methylene 
Blue 
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Abstract  

Our study consist in elaborate and 
characterize some nanometric material in basic 
of rare-earth oxides by the soft chemistry 
technical. Indeed, the first step of this work 
consists in synthesize nanometric pure ceria by 
sol-gel process. In the second one, the ceria 
doped with Bismuth by co-precipitation method 
was realized in order to obtain solid solution in 
basic of ceria, to improve its catalytic property 
by creation of oxygen vacancies. Pur or doped 
cerium oxide (ceria) is an actual up-to-date 
material for many industrial applications: gas 
sensors, solid electrolytes in solid oxide fuel 
cells (SOFC), ceramics, pigments, and industry 
of catalysts. Indeed, ceria is used in three-way 
catalytic (TWC) for removing hydrocarbons 
CxHy, carbon monoxide CO and azote oxide 
NOx from automobile exhausts due to its low 
redox potential between Ce3+ and Ce4+ and its 
high mobility of oxygen defects. This 
considerable diversity of ceria applications is 
strongly liaised to its unique properties such as: 
interesting physical-chemical ceria properties, its 
ability to catalyse at the same time the reactions 
of oxidation and those of reduction and its 
behaviour nonstoichiometric. All this properties 
allowed to this compound to be a good candidate 
to investigate in our study. 
The X-ray diffraction analyse of Bismuth doped 
ceria shows that the unit cell parameter increases 
with increasing Bi content which is in good 
agreement with effective ionic radii 
considerations (rBi3+ = 0.117 nm, rCe4+ = 0.097 
nm). The linearly evolution of lattice parameter 
as a function of doping rate obeys the Vegard’s 
low. The solubility limit of Bi3+ in CeO2 is 
around 0.2. The average crystallite size 
decreases with rate of Bi doping element. This 

confirm that crystallite size depend on solid 
solution composition and the substitution of Ce4+ 
by Bi3+ enable to obtain smaller crystallites. 

 
Keywords: ceria, bismuth oxide, sol-gel, 
coprecipitation, nanometric, XRD
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Abstract 

Using the transfer matrix formalism, we 
examine numerically the effect of introducing 
the dimer on the nature of the states across 
Fibonacci semiconductor superlattices. We are 
interested in the GaAs/AlxGa1-xAs layers, having 
identical thickness, where the Aluminium 
concentration x takes, two different values. The 
fractal properties of the transmission spectra are 
destroyed in Dimer Fibonacci Height Barrier 
Superlattices (DFHBSL). The introduction of 
the dimer model leads to the disappearance of all 
oddly localized states and apparition of the 
singular extended states. 
 
Keywords: Dimer Fibonacci in height barrier 
superlattices- transmission coefficient- 
subminibands- pseudogaps- Singular localized 
and extended states. 
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Abstract 

Nickel doped nano-carbon structures 
have been synthesized by sol-gel method. In our 
approach the xerogel formation was activated by 
picric acid as catalyst and electric properties 
were explored by changing the pyrolysis 
temperature. The obtained electrical conducting 
carbon (ECC) structures were characterized by 
various techniques such as scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM), transmission electron 
microscopy (TEM), X-ray diffraction (XRD) 
and electrical analysis. I(V) characteristic of the 
ECC pyrolysed at 625 °C temperature range 
presents a negative differential resistance at 
room temperature were the behaviour depend on 
maximum of courant applied to the sample. 
However, the dynamic conductance G(w) of the 
sample pyrolysed at 700 °C shows a semi-
conducting and metallic behaviours depending 
on measurement temperature.  
 
Keywords: Sol-gel, Nanoparticles, Carbon, 
Drying, Transport properties.
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Abstract  

Since the discovery of an increase by 
nearly 10 orders of magnitude of the electrical 
conductivity of polyacetylene when it was doped 
with iodine in 1977, conjugated polymers have 
been studied intensively. Polypyrrole (PPy) has 
mostly been applied, mainly due to its high 
conductivity, good thermal and environmental 
stability, high redox and capacitive current and 
biocompatibility. Polypyrrole has been used in 
batteries, supercapacitors, sensors, actuators and 
corrosion protections. Polypyrrole can be 
synthesized by chemical polymerization or 
electrochemical activation. In this work we 
synthesize polypyrrole by electrochemical 
activation process under appropriate potential 
range on gold microelectrode. We use 
photoluminescence, ellipsometry and Fourier 
transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) 
techniques for optical characterization of the 
obtained thin layer.  Impedance spectroscopy 
was applied to monitor the immobilization of 
enzyme within the polymer for biosensors 
applications. 
 
Keywords: Photoluminescence, Ellipsometry, 
Surface Plasmon Resonance, Impedance 
Spectroscopy. 
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Abstract  

A simple and economical method based 
on chemical bath has been developed for thin 
film deposition of tin sulphide. The films have 
been prepared on glass substrate, from aqueous 
solution  containing 30 ml triethanolamine 
(TEA) (C6H15NO3) (5O%), 10 ml thioacetamide 
(CH3CSNH2), 8ml ammonia (NH3) solution and 
10 ml of Sn2+(0.1M). 
These films were characterized with X-ray 
diffraction, with scanning electron microscopy, 
and with spectrophotometric measurements. The 
objective is to integrate the SnS (ZB) layer as 
the only absorber layer in the photovoltaic 
structure such as SnS (ZB)/ZnS/SnO2:F. The 
main conclusions concerning the optical 
properties can be summarized as follows: 
The absorption coefficient of the films is greater 
than 104 cm-1 at the fundamental absorption 
edge: The transmission and reflexion 
coefficients vary respectively in the range of 
[44-89] % and [18-49] % in the visible and near 
infrared; the band gap energy is in order of 
 1.7 eV. 
 
Keywords: Tin sulphide, SnS, Chemical Bath 
Deposition, Optical Properties, Deposition, Thin 
Film Solar Cell.Deposition, Thin Film Solar Cell 
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Abstract 
The ferrite, CoFe2O4, nanomaterial has 

received considerable attention in recent years 
due to its remarkable physical properties. It is 
for instance considered in the production of 
magneto-optical information storage media and 
medical diagnosis and treatment agents. For 
these particular cases however, the relatively 
high Curie temperature of CoFe2O4 should be 
lowered which could be reached through 
substitution for diamagnetic cations. One of the 
promising substituted ferrites are those of the 
solid solution Co1-xZnxFe2O4. In addition, it is 
important to emphasize that nanoparticles of 
these ferrites have proved to be good candidates 
for high-frequency applications. Indeed, it have 
been demonstrated that sintered materials 
obtained from these nanopowders exhibit 
comparatively high quality and performance 
(stoichiometric compositions, more uniform 
microstructure, lower dielectric loss,…) than 
their counterparts prepared by the conventional 
ceramic procedure. In this communication we 
focus on the synthesis, characterization, and 
magnetic study of the Zn rich members of Co1-

xZnxFe2O4 (x = 0.6; 0.7; 0.8; 0.9). They are 
produced by the so-called polyol method. 
Microstructure analyses show that these ferrites 
are highly crystalline spherical nanoparticles 
with about 4 nm size. The nanoparticles exhibit 
superparamagnetic behaviour with magnetic 
characteristics (saturation magnetization, Curie 

temperature,…) showing a drastic decrease with 
Zn concentration increase. 
 
Keywords : Curie temperature, Nanoparticle, 
Substituted cobalt ferrite,  Superparamgentic. 
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Abstract  

Calcium-doped zinc oxide (ZnO:Ca) 
thin films were deposited by rf-magnetron 
sputtering at ambient temperature using 
nanocrystalline powder. In the first step, 
nanoparticles of ∼ 25 nm size were synthesized 
by sol-gel method using supercritical conditions 
of ethyl alcohol for drying. The calcium doping 
concentration was varied from 1 to 4 at.%. The 
structural studied by X-ray diffractometry 
indicates that ZnO:Ca has a polycrystalline 
hexagonal wurtzite structure. Transmission 
electron microscopy (TEM) measurements have 
shown that very small particles of ZnO:Ca is 
present in the aerogel powder. In the second 
step, thin films were deposited onto glass 
substrates by rf-magnetron sputtering directly 
from aerogel nanopowder at room temperature. 
The effects of calcium concentrations on 
structural, electrical, morphological and optical 
properties were investigated. The XRD 
measurements revealed that the obtained films 
were polycrystalline with hexagonal structure 
and had a preferred orientation with the c-axis 
perpendicular to the substrate. Scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM) and atomic force microscopy 
(AFM) were used to study the films 
morphology. They have a typical columnar 
structure and a very smooth surface. The films 
are highly transparent in the visible wavelength 
region with a transmittance higher than 95%, 
and a lowest resistivity of the order of 10-3 Ωcm. 
Due to their good optical and electrical 

properties, ZnO:Ca films are promising 
candidates for their use as transparent electrodes 
in solar cells. 
 
Keywords: ZnO:Ca; Nanoparticles; Sol-gel; 
Magnetron sputtering; Solar cells. 
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Abstract  
The silica gels are homogeneous, rigid 

materials and have a great porosity. They are 
mainly used for the dynamic drying of the air 
and gases. They can adsorb water, ammonia, 
nitrogen dioxide and sulphur dioxide and allow 
the purification of cyclohexane. 
    In this work,we studied the preparation of 
silica gels from sodium silicate solution mixed 
with hydrochloric acid by sol-gel process. The 
obtained gel is washed with water to obtain a 
"hydrogel". The immersion of the last one in 
alcohol, gives a "alcogel". The speed with which 
gel is constituted, depends on many factors: pH, 
concentration, temperature, agitation, nature of 
the impurities... A Hoke D6 experimental design 
was followed in order to limit the number of 
tests. PH and the silica concentration represent 
the most significant factors which control the 
obtaining of a significant specific surface and 
thus a great capacity of adsorption. A second 
order polynomial model was adopted in order to 
represent the results in the form of three-
dimensional surfaces. These results are also 
topographically illustrated as isoresponses lines.  
      The results showed that the pH effect is 
more significant than the silica concentration 
one. We obtained gels with great microporosity 
and presenting specific surfaces of 650 m2/g 
when pH is equal to 2. The prepared gel without 
alcohol presents interesting characteristics for a 
potential industrial use since its production cost 
is lowest and has a high specific surface. 
 
Keywords: Silica gel, Adsorption, Experimental 
design, Modelling, Optimization. 
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Abstract  

Thin films of nano-crystalline 
magnesium phthalocyanine (MgPc) were 
prepared by thermal evaporation technique 
under high vacuum at room temperature and 
were identified by X-ray diffraction (XRD) and 
transmission electron microscopy (TEM). 
The dark electrical resistivity measurements 
were carried out at different temperatures in the 
range 308 to 423K. Two activation energies 
�E1= 0.23 eV and  
�E2 = 0.69 eV were obtained. The thermal 
activation energy  �E1 is associated with 
impurity conduction and �E2 is associated with 
intrinsic conduction. 
The current density-voltage characteristics of 
MgPc at room temperature showed a linear 
ohmic conduction mechanism at low voltages.  
At higher voltages the space-charge-limited 
conduction (SCLC) accompanied as a single 
dominant level. The temperature dependence of 
current density allows the determination of some 
essential parameters such as the hole mobility 
(µh), the trapping factor �, the total trap 
concentration (Nt).    
 
Keyword: Transport properties, MgPc thin film, 
nanocrystalline 
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Abstract  

In the application of solar energy, one is 
interested primarily in the reduction of the cost 
of crucial product. For these it is necessary to 
promote and introduce a new technology to 
produce a solar cell with high efficiency with a 
feeble cost.  
The aim of this work is to investigate the 
evaluation of the thermal properties for 
Aluminium substrate (Al) using porous silicon 
layers (PSLs) and Rapid Thermal Processing 
(RTP) in O2 controlled atmosphere with black 
body. The (PSLs) were prepared by the 
anodisation electrochemical etching [3] method 
in the H2SO4 solution were suitability solved in 
H2O2 taking into account all influencing 
preparation parameters.  
The structural properties of the obtained PSLs 
were investigated by scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM). The obtained results show 
clear evidence of the formation of a porous layer 
when Aluminum (Al) substrates were submitted. 
The thermal parameter respectively diffusivity 
(DS) and conductivity (Cs) and gap energy (Eg) 
for different samples were determined by using 
the thermal properties by the PTD and PDS 
techniques [1, 2]. 
 
Keywords: Porous aluminum, anodisation, 
Thermal properties, PTD, PDS techniques. 
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Abstract  

We study the transport properties of 
one-dimensional disordered structures. We 
examine analytically and numerically the effects 
of short-range correlated disorder in Random 
Trimer Height Barrier Superlattices (RDHBSL). 
Various physical quantities such the 
transmission coefficient, the conductance, the 
localization length, the resistance and its 
probability distribution are statistically 
computed within an average procedure by means 
a transfer matrix formalism to discriminate the 
nature of the electronic states and the miniband 
structure. We consider InxGa1-xAs layers having 
identical thickness where the (In) composition x 
takes at random two different values with the 
constraint that one of them appears only in 
triplet, thus forming a RDHBSL. We 
demonstrate that the superlattice supports two 
types of extended states; one of them comes 
from resonance effects at Trimer barriers, while 
the other type is due to the commuting nature of 
the transfer matrices describing the system at 
certain energies. The states close to the 
resonance can be viewed as consisting of 
extended states. In the band tails, i.e. for 
vanishing conductance, the states are strongly 
localized. The nature of the transition between 
theses two regimes is quantitatively investigated 
through relevant physical quantities. 
 
Keywords: Random Trimer Barrier 
Superlattices, InxGa1-xAs, Localization length 
and extended states, probability distribution, 
transfer matrix formalism 
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Abstract  

In this study, nano particles of  
CoxZn(1-x)Fe2O4 with stoichiometric proportion 
(x) varying from 0.02 to 0.1 were prepared by 
the co-precipitation method using aqueous 
solution of Zn(NO3)2 ,Fe(NO3)3 and Co(NO3)2  
mixtures. Then, KOH was added to this mixture 
drop wise. The particles were characterized by 
XRD and SEM. The magnetic parameters were 
measured at room temperature with VSM. 
Estimation of Co+2, Zn+2 and Fe+3 in the final 
product was carried out using atomic absorption 
spectrometer (AAS)  
The data indicted that the size of particles was 
less than 30nm. XRD and the diffraction pattern 
confirmed the formation of cubic ferrite phase in 
the samples. Magnetic properties of Co-Zn were 
dependent on the Co concentration. As the 
magnetization (Ms), Mr and Hc were also 
increased with increase of Co. The properties of 
the particles derived from magnetic 
measurements along with microstructure were 
presented and discussed. 
 
Keywords: cobalt zinc ferrites, co-precipitation, 
XRD, SEM, magnetization.   
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Abstract  

An organic-inorganic hybrid 
perovskite (C4H9NH3)4Pb3I4Br6 was 
synthesized and studied by X-ray 
diffraction, Raman and Infrared 
spectroscopies, optical transmission and 
photoluminescence.  The title compound, 
abbreviated (C4)4Pb3I4Br6, crystallises in a 
periodic two-dimensional multilayer 
structure with P21/a space group. The 
structure is built up from alternating 
inorganic and organic layers. Each inorganic 
layer consists of three sheets of PbX6 (X= I, 
Br) octahedra. Raman and infrared spectra 
of the title compound were recorded in the 
100–3500 cm-1 and 400–4000 cm-1 
frequency ranges, respectively. An 
assignment of the observed vibration modes 
is reported. Optical transmission 
measurements, performed on thin films of 
(C4)4Pb3I4Br6, revealed two absorption 
bands at 474 and 508 nm. 
Photoluminescence measurements have 
shown a green emission peak at 519 nm. 
 
Keywords: Organic-inorganic hybrid 
perovskite, Raman and Infrared 
spectroscopies, Optical transmission, 
Photoluminescence.   
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Abstract  

The adiabatic potential energy curves 
and the permanent and transition dipole 
moments of the low-lying electronic states 
of the CaAr molecule dissociating into 
Ca(4s,3d,4p,5s,4d,5p,4f,6s) + Ar have been 
investigated. The electronic structure of the 
Ca-Ar molecule is investigated using [Ca2+] 
and [Ar] core pseudopotentials 
complemented by core polarization 
operators on both atoms and full 
configuration interaction calculations 
through the CIPCI quantum chemistry 
package considering the molecule to be a 
two-electron system. The potential energy 
curves and the molecular constants of all 
CaAr states dissociating into atomic 
configurations ranging between the ground 
state 4s and excited states are determined. 
The derived spectroscopic constants of the 
ground state and lower excited states are in 
good agreement with available experimental 
and theoretical works.     
We present also a calculation of geometric 
structures and optical transitions in Ca+Arn 
clusters with n:1-12 The geometry 
optimization of the lowest-energy isomers of 
Ca+Arn clusters, is carried out via the  basin-
hopping method of Wales.   
 
Keywords: potential energy, pseudo-
potential, clusters, state. 
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Abstract 

The potential energy has been calculated 
over a wide range of internuclear distances for 
the 36 lowest molecular states of CsLi molecule 
dissociating into Li (2s, 2p) + Cs (6s, 6p, 5d, 7s, 7p, 
6d, 8s, and 4f), using an ab initio method based 
on non-empirical pseudopotentials, parametrized 
l-dependent polarization potentials and full 
valence configuration interaction calculations. 
Molecular spectroscopic constants have been 
derived for the bound states with a regular 
shape. Tables providing extensive data of energy 
values versus internuclear distances are 
available. The potential energy curves and the 
spectroscopic constants of the molecular ion CsLi+ 
electronic states dissociating into Li (2s, 2p, 3s, 3p, 
3d, 4s, 4p and 4d) + Cs+ and Li+ + Cs (6s, 6p, 5d, 7s, 
7p, 6d, 8s, and 4f), are calculated using an ab initio 
approach involving a non-empirical pseudopotential 
for the Li (1s2) and Cs 
(1s22s22p63s23p63d104s24p64d105s25p6), cores and 
core–valence correlation correction. A very 
good agreement has been obtained for the 
ground state for the spectroscopic constants with 
the available theoretical and experimental 
works. On the other hand for several excited 
states a clear discrepancy between this study and 
other available theoretical1,2 and experimental 
works is observed. 
 1Korek M, Allouche A R, Fakhreddine K and 
Chaalan A 2000 Can. J. Phys. 78 977  
   

   2C. Ghanmi, H. Bouzouita, H. Berriche , H. 
Ben Ouada Journal of Molecular Structure: 
THEOCHEM 777 (2006) 81–86 
 
Keywords: ab-initio Calculation, Potential 
Energy, Adiabatic Representation, Spectroscopic 
Constantes, Configuration Interaction, Pseudo-
potential. 
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Abstract  

The structure of LiXen and NaXen 
neutral clusters have been investigated using 
a model potential and ab initio calculations. 
The potential energy of the ground state and 
many excited states of the neutral Van der 
Waals systems LiXe and NaXe [1] were 
determined previously using one electron 
pseudopotential calculations [2]. For this 
aim, we have used the Li+Xe and Na+Xe 
potentials in their ground state that are taken 
from the best available theoretical 
calculations [3-4] and fitted to the Tang and 
Toennies formula [5]. While, the Xe2 
potential is fitted to the Lennard Jones 
expression [6]. The potential energy surface 
is, then, explored by the global optimization 
‘Basin Hopping’ algorithm of Wales and 
Doye [7] in order to determine the stable 
structure for each cluster. The optimized 
geometry is, then, used for one electron SCF 
calculation of the only alkali valence 
electron interacting with the Li+Xen or 
Na+Xen cluster. The determined spectrum 
related to the excitation of the electron from 
the ground state to the excited states is 
analyzed and compared with the atomic one. 
Such comparison has shown that the 
absorption spectrum of LiXen and NaXen are 
splitted and shifted relative to the pure Li 
and Na atomic lines. 

 

Keywords: Clusters, Li, Na, Xe atoms, 

Model potential, Basin Hopping and 

absorption spectrum.  
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Abstract  
 

MEMS and nano-enabled nanosensors 
have found multiple applications in many 
engineering and science fields. In particular, 
MEMS and nanotechnology based sensing 
systems represent an innovative solution to 
current damage detection systems, leading to 
wireless, inexpensive, durable, compact, and 
high-density information collection. If properly 
designed, wireless MEMS and nanotechnology 
based sensors could be used as embedded 
components to form self-sensing concrete 
structures.  The devices would gather and 
transmit information on the health of the 
structure by detecting crack initiation and 
measuring the rate of certain key parameters 
affecting the long-term durability such as 
temperature, moisture, chloride, pH and carbon 
dioxide. Information obtained from this 
monitoring technique will allow the owners to 
make critical decisions regarding operation, 
maintenance, repair and replacement under 
financial constraints.  In addition, the obtained 
information could be used to predict future 
conditions and needs of the structure.  Despite 
their benefits to critical civil structures, 
embedded MEMS and nanotechnology based 
sensing technology has not been fully explored 
for integrity monitoring of civil structures.  In 
this paper, MEMS sensor for temperature and 
moisture monitoring in civil structure is 
presented. We have focused on the analysis, 

fabrication and evaluation of the MEMS 
devices.   
 
Keywords : Nanosensors, MEMS, Wireless 
communication, civil structure application.  
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Abstract  

The field of nanocrystalline materials 
has been extremely active in the last few years. 
It has been recently reported that nanocrystalline 
materials manifest excellent magnetic, 
mechanical and other physical properties.There 
are already many existing application for 
nanomaterials, such as materials for catalysis, in 
electronic and mechanical devices. Numerous 
techniques have been developed to produce 
nanometer materials. Especially, mechanical 
alloying (MA) has been proved to be a 
competitive method now popularly used for 
producing nanostructured materials and 
amorphous alloys. MA is a high energy ball 
milling operation involving repeated welding, 
fracturing and rewelding of powders. The 
microstructure of alloyed powders prepared by 
MA is quite different from those made by other 
techniques. In the mechanical alloying process, 
alloy phase is formed by solid-state 
interdiffusion reaction when the individual 
particles are mechanically deformed by impact. 
High energy ball milling benefits the 
acceleration of alloy formation and structural 
refinement of powders. It leads to extended 
solubilities in the solid solution at low 
temperatures with respect to the 
thermodynamical equilibrium. Besides, 
mechanical alloying process provides more 
convenient, simple and economical way to 
synthesize nanocrystalline materials than 
conventional processing. Therefore it has 

become a potential method for studying 
nanostructured materials. 

In this work nanocrystalline powders of 
Fe-64%Ni (INVAR) were prepared by 
mechanical alloying from elemental powders in 
a planetary ball mill Fritsch Pulverisette 7 in 
argon atmosphere. X-ray diffraction and 
Mössbauer spectroscopy were used to 
investigate structure and phase constitution of 
the samples. The as-milled samples contain a 
single γ-fcc (phase) with an average crystallite 
size of the order of 14 nm, the average hyperfine 
field of about 31T.  
 
Keywords: FeNi, nanostructure, mechanical 
alloying, X-ray diffraction, Mössbauer 
spectrometry. 
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Abstract  

We have prepared new semiconductor, 
(Bi I6)3- [(C2 H8 N)+]3 crystals, which are self-
assembled organic–inorganic hybrid materials. 
The grown crystals have been studied by X-ray 
diffraction, infrared absorption and Raman 
spectroscopy scattering. We found that the title 
compound, crystallizes in a zero-dimensional 
(0D) structure with a rhomboédrique  R-3 space 
group. The isolated BiI6 octahedra are 
connected by hydrogen bond to the organic 
(CH2) 2NH2

+ ions. Such a packing leads to a self-
assembled multiple quantum dot structure.  
Raman and infrared spectra of the title 
compound were recorded in the 50–500 and 
400–4000 cm_1 frequency regions, 
respectively. The assignment of the 
observed Raman lines was performed by 
comparison with the homologous 
compounds and with the vibrational 
wavenumbers calculated using ab initio 
PM3 method. Transmission measurements 
on (Bi I6)3- [(C2 H8 N)+]3, revealed an 
absorption peak at 547 nm. Luminescence 
measurements showed a very strong 
emission line at 580nm associated with 
radiative recombination of excitons confined 
within the BiI6 quantum dots. The electron–
hole binding energy is estimated at 137meV. 
 
Keywords: organic/inorganic perovskites, 
Raman scattering, IR absorption, ab initio 
calculation, photoluminescence. 
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Abstract  

In this work, we report the design of a 
1.55µm waveguide based on 2D Silicon 
photonic crystal using the lateral light 
confinement property. The frequency domain 
method for Maxwell’s equations in a planewave 
basis was used to find the design parameters of 
both triangular and square photonic crystal 
lattices of holes and rods. The structure was 
optimized for the confinement of 1.55µm 
wavelength. We have used triangular lattice of 
holes since it favors a complete band gap for all 
polarizations.  
The desired waveguide was obtained by forming 
a single line defect in the triangular photonic 
crystal structure. The 3D finite-difference time-
domain (FDTD) algorithm has been used to 
model the waveguide and to analyze the light 
propagation.  
 
Keywords: Photonic crystals, Photonic band 
gap, Waveguide, Finite Difference Time 
Domain (FDTD). 
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Abstract 

Nanocrystalline materials have been 
the subject of a great number of fundamental 
and applied research investigations. In 
particular, the influence of nanometer grains 
on the structural and magnetic properties of 
these materials is intensively studied. The 
nanostructured powders or particles with 
very fine crystalline grains can be 
synthesized by different techniques, as the 
mechanical alloying or high energy balls 
milling.  
In this present work, the nanocrystalline 
FeSi10Cr10 alloy was produced by high 
energy ball milling, starting from elemental 
powders with a ball-to-powder weight ratio 
of 17:1. The sampling was carried out for 1, 
3, 5, 10, 15 and 30h of milling. All powder 
handling was done under a purified argon 
atmosphere to prevent oxidation. 
The microstructural properties of the milled 
powders were characterized by electronic 
scanning microscopy, X-ray diffraction and 
magnetic measurements. It is seen that the 
diffraction peaks of the individual elemental 
powders disappear at 3 hours of milling 
time. For further milling times, there is a 
formation of the BCC solid solution Fe (Si, 
Cr). 
Magnetic measurements showed that the 
FeSi10Cr10 alloy powder exhibits a good soft 

ferromagnetic character with a decrease of 
both magnetization at saturation(Ms) and 
coercitive force (Hc) with milling time with 
values of Ms= 151 emu/g and Hc= 2.5.10-3 
T (for 30h) 
 
Keywords: Nanocrystalline materials, 
mechanical alloying, FeCrSi alloy, X-rays 
diffraction, Magnetic properties. 
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Abstract  

In the present paper, we report the 
design of silicon based 1D photonic crystal 
waveguide. The photonic crystal consists on 
vertical stacks of alternate layers having two 
different indices. The frequency domain 
method for Maxwell’s equations in a 
planewave basis was used to determine the 
band structure and deduce the photonic band 
gap. The structure was optimized for the 
confinement of 1.55µm wavelength.  
The waveguide was obtained by forming a 
line defect in the photonic crystal structure. 
We have used 3D finite-difference time-
domain (FDTD) algorithm to model and to 
analyze the propagation of light through the 
1D photonic crystal waveguide.  
 
Keywords: Waveguide, Photonic 
crystals, Photonic band structure, Finite-
Difference Time-Domain  
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Abstract  

Thermal properties of nanometric 
coating are investigated by 
photopyroelectric technique (PPE) with 
new theoretical model of 1, 2, 3 layers. 
Hence, a specific design of pyroelectric 
sensor based on PVDF thin film of 
25µm-thick is developed. The best 
coincidence between theoretical and 
experimental amplitude and phase of 
photopyroelectric signal determinates 
thermal conductivity and diffusivity of 
nanometric coating.  
 
Keywords: PPE technique, thermal 
conductivity, thermal diffusivity; PVDF 
sensor.  
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Abstract 

A novel process of fabricating 
various oxide nanostructures on glass 
substrates is described.Transparent porous 
alumina films (φ 6–150 nm) were first 
formed in acid solutions by anodization of 
aluminum layers evaporated directly onto 
glass substrates and on a glass plate coated 
with a tindoped indium oxide (ITO) film. 
Through appropriate chemical dissolution, 
the barrier layer of the anodic alumina film 
was removed and the underlying ITO film 
was exposed to the electrolytes, thus making 
it possible to deposit metals  r 
semiconductors in the pores of anodic 
alumina films by adirect current (dc) 
electrodeposition. The new process based on 
anodic oxidation of evaporated ;aluminum 
was effective to develop functional 
nanostructure layers on glass surfaces. The 
influence of time anodiszation on alumina 
morphologies in the chemical etching 
process was discussed. 
Keywords: Aluminium anodization ; 
Evaporated ; Electro deposition; Functional 
Glass. 
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Abstract  

Recently, research on carbon 
nanotubes has received great attention 
because their potential applications in field 
emission, energy storage, chemical sensors 
and microelectronic devises. Our aim in this 
paper is based on the comparison between 
EtOH and ethylene decomposition over Fe-
Co/MgO support with different gas flow and 
at different synthesis temperature. So, we 
have systematically studied the effect of 
EtOH, ethylene and the synthesis 
temperature on the CNTs structure and yield 
using the CCVD process. The CNTs yield 
increases significantly with increasing gas 
flow. In addition, with reactor maintained at 
900 °C, we obtain more SWCNTs and 
MWNTs using EtOH and ethylene, as 
carbon source, respectively. Finally, the 
obtained products were qualitatively 
characterized by TEM and FESEM. Then, 
EDX and XRD were employed to analyze 
the chemical composition of the materials 
before and after synthesis and purification. 
Keywords: Alcohol Catalytic CVD, carbon 
nanotube, ethanol decomposition, 
purification.  
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Abstract 
 

Zinc oxides transparent thin films 
were deposited by ultrasonic spray 
pyrolysis process using Acetate dehydrate as 
source material dissolved in pure methanol 
onto glass substrate temperature between 
250 and 500°C. We studied the effect of 
morality on structural, morphological and 
optical of ZnO thin film with thickness 
varied between 200 and 300 nm. The films 
have been characterized by optical  
ransmittance in the UV-Visible range, X-ray 
diffraction and scanning electron 
microscopy, the average transmittance was 
batter than 85% and X-ray analysis shows a 
(002) preferential growth in all the films. 
 
Keywords: ZnO thin film, Spray pyrolysis, 
Optical, structural properties. 
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Abstract 

Porous silicon layers (PSL) were 
fabricated by electrochemical etching and 
investigated by spectroscopic ellipsometry 
(SE) in the energy range 0.6−5 eV. Within 
the effective medium approximation (EMA), 
we were able to determine different 
parameters of the PSL as the porosity (void 
concentration), the thicknesses, the 
refractive index "n" and the extinction 
coefficient "k". The PSL were divided into 
several sublayers in order to obtain the best 
agreement between measured 
and simulated spectra. Etching rates were 
estimated for different current densities. 
 
Keywords: Ellipsometry, Porous Silicon, 
Bruggeman approximation. 
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Abstract 

 
Detailed molecular dynamics 

simulations were performed on a model of 
32 molecules of the nematic liquid crystal 4-
n-pentyl, -4 '- cyanobiphenyl (5CB).it is for 
the families of the nCB, which are known by 
their extraordinary optical properties, and 
allow them to have a wide range of 
application in the view field. 
Using a flexible interaction potential, 
calculations have been carried out for 
temperatures and densities corresponding to 
a nematic phase. The results in orientational 
distribution functions indicate a significant 
effect of the Dipole-dipole interactions on 
the orientational order of the liquid crystal. 
It was found that the particles have the 
original properties of liquid crystals. These 
results are in agreement with 
interpretations of experimental data.  
 
Keywords: 5CB, molecular dynamic, 
optical and structural properties. 
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Abstract 

 
Collision cascades in bcc Tantalum 

have been studied with Molecular Dynamics 
(MD) and its binary collision approximation 
(BCA). The Molière and others potentials 
are used in the Binary Collision. Many 
aspects of cascades were examined for 
energies ranging from 1 to 100 keV. 
We studied the influence of thermal 
vibrations on the development of cascades. 
The linear collision sequences (LCS) can be 
generated with Marlowe code (version 15.a) 
in BCA, using the potentials parameters. 
The BCA is then used to accumulate cascade 
statistics and to build linear collision 
sequences distributions.  
 
Keywords: Binary collisions 
approximations BCA; Molecular dynamics 
MD; Potentials; linear 
collision sequences (LCS). 
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47 76 97 
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Abstract 

The structures of the compounds 
with general formula M2AO4Te(OH)6 (where 
M is a monovalent cation, Na, K, Rb, Cs, Tl 
and A= S, Se, P) have been determined. 
These compounds have attracted much 
attention for their structural phase transitions 
and their associated physical properties: 
ferroelectricity, dielectric relaxation and an 
protonic conductivity. In fact, the sodium 
Phosphate tellurate 
a2HPO4.NaH2PO4.Te(OH)6 was reported by 
Pouchot. It crystallises in hexagonal system 
with P6322 space group. On the basis of the 
presence of two 23Na sites and four 31P sites 
released by NMR-MAS study, the 
reinvestigation of the 
Na2HPO4NaH2PO4Te(OH)6 structure 
showed that the compound crystallizes in 
trigonal system with P3 space group. It was 
analysed at room temperature using X-ray 
single crystal diffraction data (a = 7.861(1) 
Å and c = 10.832(1) Å, V = 579.7(2) Å3 and 
Z = 2). The structure is being built by no 
pure sheets of Te(OH)6 octahedra parallel to 
(001), at c/4 and 3c/4 apart alterning with 
sheets of pure PO4 tetrahedra at z/c = 0 and 
c/2apart. The Na+ atoms have an octahedral 
coordination and occupy the large cavities 
formed by the TeO6 octahedra sheet. The 
FT-IR confirms the coexistence of tow 
different anions (TeO6 andPO4). The 
conductivity exhibits an Arrhenius 
behaviour. 
Keywords: reinvestigation, crystal 
structure, 31P and 23Na RMN MAS, FT-IR, 
EIS 
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Abstract 

This work deals with Al-Cu thin 
films, deposited on glass substrates by RF 
(13.56 MHZ) magnetron sputtering and 
annealed at 773°K. Film thickness was 
approximately the same 3-4 ;m. They are 
characterized with respect to microstructure, 
grain size, microstrain, dislocation density 
and resistivity versus copper content. Al 
(Cu) deposits containing respectively 1.8, 
7.21, 86.17 and 92.5 at. % Cu have been 
investigated. The use of x-ray diffraction 
analysis and transmission electron 
microscopy lead to the characterization of 
different structural features of films 
deposited at room temperature (< 400°K) 
and after annealing (773°K). The 
resistivity of the films was measured using 
the four-point probe method. The 
microstrain profile obtained from XRD 
thanks to Williamson-Hall method shows an 
increase with increasing copper content. 
 
Keywords:, Resistivity; Strain; Sputtering; 
Thin film; Al-Cu alloy. 
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Abstract  

 
In this work, we present the impact 

of island type in Single Electron Transistor 
(SET) using metallic, semiconductor or 
superconductor islands. From simulated Id-
Vg characteristics, we show densities of 
states for metal, semiconductor and 
superconductor islands. Using SIMON 2.0 
simulator, we treat especially the case of 
discrete energy levels.  We note the effect of 
intrinsic parameters variations such as barrier 
thickness and well width. 
 
Keywords: Coulomb blockade, discrete energy 
levels, density of states, Single Electron 
Transistor, superconductor.  
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Abstract  

 
The present study concerns an Al-

4wt%Cu alloy of second melting. The shaping 
of this recycled material by cold rolling should 
be made after quenching from 500°C. However, 
the aging in this temperature product the 
coalescence of iron particles and of Al2Cu 
precipitates. These phases are essentially 
localized in the grain boundaries which allow 
the embrittlement of the alloy and the shaping 
becomes impossible. The evolution of 
microstructure and mechanical properties, after 
rolling, has been investigated by X-ray 
diffraction, optical, scanning electron 
microscopy and Vickers hardness. The 
annealing at a temperature around 200°C of the 
quenched and rolled alloy gives higher 
mechanical qualities. In this temperature the 
metal has sudden no softening by recovery but 
on the contrary a hardening by the presence of 
the intermediate phases θ’’ and θ’. This hardening 
becomes more important when the rate of strain 
is high. Nevertheless, this hardening reduces the 
capacity of deformation of the metal.  
 
Keywords: Aluminium alloy, cold rolling, 
structure and mechanical properties. 
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Abstract  
The new intermetallic, r2Cu11Ga6 has 

been prepared by arc-melting of the elemental 
components. The chemical and structural 
characterizations were carried out on both as-
cast and annealed samples using X-ray 
diffractometry, metallographic analysis and 
EDS-microanalysis. The crystal structure was 
refined from the X-ray powder diffraction data, 
collected at room temperature.  
Er2Cu10.94Ga6.06 adopts the binary Th2Zn17 
type of structure, crystallizing with the 
rhombohedral space group R-3m. Rietveld 
refinement reveals that the Ga/Cu atoms are 
statistically distributed over the 6c, 9d, 18f, and 
18h sites and the erbium atoms fully occupy the 
6c site. This sample exhibit a Curie-Weiss 
paramagnetic behaviour down to T = 2K. The 
absence of any magnetic ordering is supported 
by the existence of rather large Er-Er interatomic 
distances that exceed twice the metallic radius of 
the rare earth. 
  
Keywords: Intermetallic compounds, Magnetic 
susceptibility, Rietveld refinement, X-ray 
powder diffraction. 
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Abstract  

Magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) offer 
wide range of biomedical applications such as 
magnetic hyperthermia, drug delivery, magnetic 
resonance imaging, biosensors, etc. Particularly, 
MFe2O4 compounds with spinel structure (Cr, 
Mn, Fe, Co, etc) have attracted great attention in 
biomedicine due to their exceptional magnetic 
properties. Under AC magnetic field, the 
magnetic nanoparticles generate heat. The 
temperature is dependent on the magnetic 
properties of the compound, the applied 
magnetic field, and time. 
In this work, mechanical milling was used to 
prepare a series of compounds MFe2O4 system 
(M transition metal such as Co, Sn, Pb, Ti and 
rare earth such Y, Ba, Ho) using Fe2O3 and 
MxOy oxides as starting precursors. The 
prepared samples have been characterized using 
powder X-ray diffraction and magnetic 
measurements. X-ray diffraction analysis shows 
that the diffraction peaks become broader due to 
the formation of nanoscale particles. Moreover, 
the phase composition, the crystallite size and 
the magnetic properties were found to vary 
considerably with the nature of the element M.  
 
Keywords: spinel structure, magnetic 
properties, biomedical applications. 
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Abstract 
 

According to their biologic occurrences 
as well their chemical properties, the apatite 
compounds are widely investigated .The general 
formula of these compounds is   M10(XO4)6Y2 
where (M = Ca, Sr, Pb . . ., X = P, V, Si . . . and 
Y = OH, F, Cl, O . . .). In this study, we present 
the synthesis, the physicochemical 
characterization and the structural study of a 
single crystals of Pb2,22Bi2,09Sr1,60K4.09 
(PO4)6, witch was obtained by solid-state 
reaction. The compound was characterized by IR 
spectroscopy, thermogravimetric and differential 
thermal analysis, scanning electron microscopy 
and chemical analysis. The structural study was 
determined by X-ray diffraction. Our compound 
crystallizes in the hexagonal system (space 
group P63/m (No 176)) with a = b = 9,998(2) 
A°, c = 7,441(3) A°, Z = 1.The final values of R 
and Rw   are equal to 0.0367 and 0.0637 
respectively. In the studied compound, lead 
and/or bismuth were found to preferentially 
occupy the site (6h) whereas a potassium was 
found occupy the (6h) and (4f) sites. On 
contrary, strontium was found completely the 
(4f) site. The stability of this compound was 
assured by the lone electronic pairs (6s2) of 
bismuth and/or lead ions which were localized in 
tunnels.  
 
Keywords: Lacunary lead apatite; Bismuth; 
Structure; X-ray diffraction. 
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Abstract 
 Nanostructured Fe-6P-1.7C powder was 
prepared by mechanical alloying from pure 
elemental Fe, C and P powders in a planetary 
ball mill Fritsch P7. Structural, microstructural 
and magnetic properties were investigated by X-
ray diffraction using the MAUD program based 
on the Rietveld method and 57Fe Mössbauer 
spectrometry. The crystallite size refinement 
down to the nanometer scale is accompanied by 
an increase of the atomic level strain. The FexP 
phosphide phase is formed after 3 h of milling, 
while the nanocrystalline Fe3C carbide, Fe2P and 
Fe3P phosphides are observed after 12 h of 
milling.  The disordered α-Fe(P, C) solid 
solution is obtained on further milling. 
 
Keywords : Nanostructure; Fe-P-C alloys; High 
energy ball milling; X-ray diffraction; 
Mössbauer spectrometry 
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Résumé: 
  

Nous présentons dans ce travail  une 
étude de la chimisorption à température 
ambiante de deux organométalliques ( ferrocène 
et pentacarbonyl de fer ) sur deux types de 
substrats de silicium ( 111) ainsi que les 
premiers stades de croissance par Gaz Source 
Reactive Deposition Epitaxie ( GSRDE ) de 
films de siliciures sur si ( 111 )7×7. La première 
étape du dépôt, lors de la croissance d’un film 
par voie chimique gazeuse est la chimisorption 
des différentes molécules du gaz réactif à la 
surface du substrat. Les processus de 
chimisorption  sont donc des paramètres qui 
peuvent influer sur la qualité des interfaces et 
des films obtenus.   

La microscopie  à effet tunnel nous a 
permis d’identifier les sites réactifs des 
molécules    Fe (CO )5 et Fe (C5 H5 )2  sur Si 
(111)7x7 . Ces molécules métallorganiques ont 
été utilisées comme vecteur  gazeux du fer pour 
la croissance de siliciures sur des substrats de 
silicium. Des films de siliciures de fer de bonne 
qualité ont été obtenus avec Fe (CO)5  alors  
qu’au contraire l’emploi de Fe (C 5 H5 ) 2 conduit  
à former des carbures.  Le but de notre travail est 
de mettre en relation la chimisorption de ces 
molécules avec les propriétés de croissance  du 
film.   
 
 Mots clés : Nanomatériaux ,Ferrocène , 
Pentacarbonyl de fer, Adsorption, Croissance, 
Siliciures .                                                              
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Abstract 
 Solid state reaction induced by 
mechanical alloying has been an intensive 
research subject because of the great potential 
for producing amorphous and nanocrystalline 
powdered for technological applications. 
 Nanostructured FeCo-20Al powder 
mixtures were obtained by mechanical alloying 
in a high-energy planetary ball mill under argon 
atmosphere. Structural and microstructural 
properties changes with milling time were 
followed by X-ray diffraction (XRD) using the 
MAUD program which is based on the Rietveld 
method. 
 The formation of the α-Fe(Co) solid 
solution is achieved after 6 h of milling. 
However, the milling of a mixture with 20 wt.% 
Al leads to the formation of a disordered Fe(Co, 
Al) solid solution with a bcc structure and a 
lattice parameter close to 0.2871 nm as well as 
an ordered B2 structure above 3 h. The 
crystallite size refinement down to the 
nanometer scale is accompanied by an increase 
in the internal level strain up to 1 %. Both 
features originate from the repeated fracturing 
and cold welding of the powder particles during 
the milling process because of the heavy plastic 
deformation. 
 
Keywords : Nanostructured powders, Fe-Co-Al 
alloys, High energy ball milling and XRD. 
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Abstract 

 
Structural and electronic parameters of 

the perovskite-like fluoride BaLiF3 are obtained 
at normal and high pressures from density-
functional-theory calculations using the full 
potential linearized augmented plane wave 
method (FP-LAPW). In this approach, the local 
density approximation and the generalized 
gradient approximation were used for the 
exchange-correlation potentials.Our results are 
generally in good agreement with the results 
obtained in previous theoretical studies.  
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Abstract 

 
Nanocrystalline materials have been the 

subject of a great number of fundamental and 
applied research investigations. In particular, the 
influence of nanometer grains on the structural 
and magnetic properties of these materials is 
intensively studied. The nanostructured powders 
or particles with very fine crystalline grains can 
be synthesized by different techniques, as the 
mechanical alloying or high energy balls 
milling. 
In this present work, the nanocrystalline 
FeSi10Cr10 alloy was produced by high energy 
ball milling, starting from elemental powders 
with a ball-to-powder weight ratio of 17:1. The 
sampling was carried out for 1, 3, 5, 10, 15 and 
30h of milling. All powder handling was done 
under a purified argon atmosphere to prevent 
oxidation. The microstructural properties of the 
milled powders were characterized by electronic 
scanning microscopy, X-ray diffraction and 
magnetic measurements. It is seen that the 
diffraction peaks of the individual elemental 
powders disappear at 3 hours of milling time. 
For further milling times, there is a formation of 
the BCC solid solution Fe (Si, Cr). Magnetic 
measurements showed that the FeSi10Cr10 alloy 
powder exhibits a good soft ferromagnetic 
character with a decrease of both magnetization 
at saturation(Ms) and coercitive force (Hc) with 
milling time with values of Ms= 151 emu/g and 
Hc= 2.5.10-3 T (for 30h) 
Keywords: Nanocrystalline materials, 
mechanical alloying, FeCrSi alloy, X-rays 
diffraction, Magnetic properties. 
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Abstract:  

La technique du courant induit par 
faisceau d'électrons (EBIC) est utilisée pou la 
caractérisation des composants électroniques des 
semiconducteurs. La dimension nanométique du 
contact Schottky rend difficile la recherche de 
solution analytique pour l'expression du courant 
EBIC collecté. La simulation Monte Carlo 
constitue la solution pour résoude ce genre de 
problème. 
Nous avons élaboré un modèle numéique pour la 
simulation Mont Carlo dans ce cas. 
L'efficacité de collecte est calculée on utilisant 
ce modèle , en étudiants l'efets de certains 
parameters et en adjustant les données 
expérimentales et numériques. 
 
Keywords: simulation Monte Carlo, EBIC, 
efficacité de collecte; nano-diode. 
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Abstract:  

Fe1-xSix thin films were obtained by DC 
magnetron sputtering on glass substrates. They 
were grown up to a thickness of about 5 µm. 
The alloys were prepared from pure Fe and Si 
targets.  
The objective of this study was to characterise 
the corrosion properties of these alloys in saline 
solution (H2O - 3,2 g/l  NaCl)  for application as 
new sensor. 
The electrochemical transfer resistance Rt 
deduced from the Nyquist diagrams versus the 
silicon content is presented and the Rp evolution 
is quite similar. It is suggested that silicon 
contributes greatly to passivation in case of high 
iron silicon alloys. 
 
Keywords:  iron silicon alloys, sputtering, 
corrosion., thin films. 
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Abstract 

 In the present study high energy 
mechanical milling followed at room 
temperature for high-pressing consolidation has 
been used to obtain bulk nanocrystalline of 
aluminum alloy whose chemical composition is 
given in Table 1. Quantitative XRD analysis and 
scanning electron microscopy were used to 
characterize the material evolution during 
thermal treatments in the temperature range 25 -
500 °C.  The cold-worked structure have been 
synthesized with microstructure showing a 
mixture of a significant low size of crystallite 
(70 nm) and a high level of lattice strains 
(0.85%). Starting from the nanocrystalline 
specimens, considered in this study, isochronal 
experiments were carried out to monitor the 
reserve microstructure and transformations. The 
high temperature annealing is required for 
ameliorating the quality of room temperature 
consolidated materials by removing all porosity 
and obtaining good interparticle bonding. After 
annealing, the nanocrystalline structure was 
retained. The observed intermetallic phases are 
identified to be Cr-rich and Fe-rich solid 
solutions. The thermal properties i.e. the thermal 
conductivity and thermal diffusivity are 
investigated with the Photothermal deflection 
technique. We have demonstrate that this two 
thermals properties increases with the annealing 
temperatures. This thermal behavior is attributed 
to the increase in the rate of diffusion coefficient 
of added elements inside the aluminum matrix. 
 
Keywords:  nanocrystalline bulk, mechanical 
milling, thermal properties, PTD technique 
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Abstract  

The search for new molecules made l' 
object of several work with an aim of applied in 
several fields of life Among these molecules one 
quotes the Phosphonates whose majorities are 
practically not poison and the derivatives of 
phosphonic acid R-PO (OH) 2, find applications 
multiple in the various fields of the daily life. In 
more their very important use as agents of 
chelation of metals of transition and heavy, they 
apply in the water treatment and medicine in 
particular in the fight against the cancer of bone. 

In this work, one studied the properties 
electrochemical and chelating by potentiometry 
and to confirm by cyclic voltametry of a mono 
phosphonic acid synthesized on the level of the 
laboratory according to the reaction D' Arbuzov 
illustrated in the work of Vogt and Col [1]. 

The stability of the complexes was 
determined by modeling of the solution with l' 
helps of the calculation programmes 
SUPERQUAD and HALTAFALL. 

The results obtained enabled us to 
conclude that the species present in solution are 
électroactifs in the zone d' relatively strong 
acidity.  
 
Keywords: Organic synthesis, Study 
electrochemical, Complex, Phosphonates.  
 


